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4D Seismic Principles

• Acquire an initial 3D seismic survey
before any production 1984

1999

19841999

-

• Produce oil from the reservoir for a
number of years (DSw, DP)

• Acquire a second 3D seismic survey
over the reservoir

• Take the difference between the two
surveys to image where pore fluid
(and pressure/temperature) changes
have occurred



Why 4D Seismic?

• Identify bypassed reserves to be targeted for infill drilling
– Extend the economic life of a field
– Don’t have to move the oil-infrastructure

• Monitor the progress of injected fluids (water, gas,
steam, CO2, solvents)
– Reduce injection program costs

• Map reservoir compartmentalization and identify sealing
versus leaking faults
– Target infill wells
– Optimize the design of production facilities

• e.g. Rickett and Lumley (2001)



Current Practice in 4D Seismic

• Cross-Equalisation
– Re-binning to a common grid
– Cross-correlate and bulk shift in x, y, and t directions
– Amplitude balancing
– bandwidth and phase equalisation

• e.g. Swanston et al. (2003), Rickett and Lumley (2001), Burkhart et al.
(2000)

• Good results for surveys acquired with 4D in mind and legacy
data sets with similar acquisition and processing

• Difficult to achieve interpretable results for many legacy data
sets

• Difference cubes are generally of limited value because
acquisition and processing artefacts remain

• e.g. Swanston et al. (2003), Johnston et al. (2000), Leggott et al. (2000)



What are Curvelets?

• A new family of non-seperable wavelet bases

• Curvelets are:
– Multi-directional, multi-scale

– Anisotropic, directional selective
– Scaling law width a  length2

– Local in (x,y) and (kx, ky)

– Tight frames

Curvelet Partitioning of the Frequency Plane
Source: Candès and Donoho (2000) 

A Selection of Curvelets 



What is a Curvelet Transform?

• Curvelets provide an architecture for representing
objects that display curve punctuated smoothness

– Smoothness except for discontinuity along a curve

– Ideal for representing piece-wise smooth reflectors within
seismic data

Large Dot-Product  when 
Curvelets are Aligned

Small Dot-Product when
 Curvelets are Not Alligned



De-noising Example:The Fabulous Lena

Original + Gaussian Noise

Curvelet De-Noised Residual

Source: Jean-Luc Stark, “Simulation with the Classical Lena Image,” www-stat.stanford.edu/~jstarck, 2004



Curvelet Adaptive Subtraction

• Formulate the computation of 4D difference cubes as a generic denoising
problem

nmd +=

• Our Twist: Define the “noise” n as one vintage and threshold the
other vintage d
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• Set up the solution as least-squares inversion



Curvelet Adaptive Subtraction

• For basis functions that are local, sparse, and almost
diagonalizing, thresholding of the coefficients can approximately
be used to solve the following denoising problem
– e.g. Donoho and Johnstone (1998), Mallat (1997), Starck (2004)

– B represents curvelet transform in the in-line direction followed by
wavelet transform in the cross-line direction

– Curvelet transform of other vintage defines diagonal = threshold

with

which almost diagonalizes the covariance of the other vintage



Curvelet Adaptive Subtraction

• Diagonal thresholding solves denoising problem with

• Important points:

– Thresholding is only based upon magnitude of the coefficients,
phase of imbedded wavelet is irrelevant (unconditional basis
property)

– The present formulation only extracts difference magnitudes

– p=0 hard thresholding

– p=1 soft thresholding

– Discriminate vintages according to location, spatial scale, angle
and angular scale



Modified Curvelet Subtraction

New denoise rule (preserving signs):

yielding

So far, assumed magnitude 2nd vintage < 1st vintage

Case I

Case II



Synthetic Example: Velocity Models

Pre-Production Velocity Profile Post-Production Velocity Profile



Synthetic Example: Simulated Data

Pre-Production Data Set,
3400 m/s migration velocity

Post-Production Data Set,
3500 m/s migration velocity



Synthetic Example: Regular Subtraction



Synthetic Example: Adaptive Subtraction



Synthetic velocity model, the dipping layer with the velocity
difference should represent velocity differences because of

extracting oil from the reservoir (blue & yellow)

Synthetic Example: Velocity Models



• 2 datasets with different reflectivity and modelling
• first is the migrated image of noisy (SNR=0) Marmousi data
• second is noise-free demigrated remigrated data for a different

reflectivity

Synthetic Example: Simulated Data



• With regular subtraction one can hardly see any event in the 4D
difference

• Curvelet adaptive methodology shows the 4D difference
• Other differences are due to differences in modelling

(demigration/migration) and noise

Results



Norway

Ula Field

Felix’s House

Norwegian-Danish Basin

North Sea

Study Area: BP Ula Field, North Sea



BP Ula Field: Survey History

Reflection Amplitude Difference Map
for Top BCU Horizon (non-producing)

Source: Jones et al., “1984-1999 stack differences
for the BCU with fault superimposed,” 2002

• 1999 survey acquired
orthogonally to 1984 survey

• 1999 survey acquired with 2
sources, 6 streamers;
1984 survey acquired with 1
source, 1 streamer

• The two surveys were re-
processed in parallel (pre-
stack time migrated) and then
cross-equalized

• In spite of this, significant
differences remain in non-
producing horizons



Top Ula Horizon

Figure courtesy of BP

data 
subset



Real Data Example: Regular Subtraction

Regular Difference Cube with Difference over a 10 ms time window
(centered at the horizon) Projected onto the Top Ula Horizon (shifted
downward by 40 ms)



Real Data Example: Adaptive Subtraction

Curvelet Adaptive Difference Cube with Difference over a 10 ms time
window (centered at the horizon) Projected onto the Top Ula Horizon
(shifted downward by 40 ms)



Summary

• We presented an alternative method of extracting 4D differences
from vintage seismic datasets

• We mute events from one vintage dataset with respect to
another vintage based on the magnitude of the coefficients from
a sparse and local basis function decomposition

• Events which have a strong presence in one vintage are muted
in the other vintage - making 4D effects more apparent

• Method is less sensitive to incoherent noise, acquisition
differences, reflector misalignments and local phase rotations

• Present methodology does distinguish between amplitude
brightening and dimming

• Preliminary results show promise
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Questions

Curvelet Adaptive Difference Cube with Difference Projected 
onto the Top Ula Horizon (shifted downward by 40 ms) 



Backup



Some curvelets

• Some  Curvelets after
recontruction

• We use 5 different
Curvelet levels, imaged
her are only 3

• The last level is already
a wavelet



• Reconstruction error of the wavelet transform decays
as M-1

• Reconstruction error of the curvelet transform decays
as M-2

(M is the number of basis coefficients)

• e.g. Do and Vetterli (2002)

Curvelets versus Wavelets



Curvelet Transform of white noise

• White noise before
the transform

• White noise after
the transform

The curvelet transform is non orthorgonal, that’s why white noise is
transformed to colored noise in the curvelet domain



  What are Curvelets ?

[1]   Contourlets by Minh N. Do & Martin Vetterli



  How to Build Curvelets

• Convolution of Laplacian Pyramid & Directional Filter
Bank

• Corresponds to PDFB (Pyramidal Directional Filter
Bank)

Width _ length2

[1]   Contourlets by Minh N. Do & Martin Vetterli



PDFB for Contourlets

[1]   Contourlets by Minh N. Do & Martin Vetterli



Pyramidal  Directional Filter Bank

Source: Candès and Donoho

Convolution of a Laplacian Pyramid & Directional Filter Bank to a PDFB



Cross-plotting

Crossplotting in the curvelet domain to evaluate
a Threshold in the future



Top horizon of the Ula oil Field

The 4D data is not located at the top of the reservoir



The curvelet difference cube

Some more fancy pictures

The Horizon switched upside down Slices through the difference cube



Magnitude Curvelet Coefficient
Vectors

1999 vintage curvelet coefficient
vector before thresholding

1999 vintage curvelet coefficient
vector thresholded with 1984
vintage

Coefficient Number

Coefficient Number
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